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Abstract
Enzymes are renowned for their catalytic e�ciency and selectivity, but relatively few carbon-carbon bond
forming enzymes have found their way into the biocatalysis toolbox. While engineering can overcome the
challenges associated with C-C bond formation for some enzyme systems, the broader synthetic
potential of biocatalysis is hindered by the lack of high-quality C-C bond forming transformations. Here
we show that the enzyme UstD performs a highly selective decarboxylative aldol addition with diverse
aldehyde substrates to make non-standard, γ-hydroxy amino acids. We increased the activity of UstD
through three rounds of classic directed evolution and an additional round of computationally-guided
engineering. The enzyme that emerged, UstD2.0, is e�cient in a whole-cell biocatalysis format, which
circumvents the need for enzyme puri�cation, thereby facilitating its use in traditional organic settings.
This new, highly stereoselective enzyme represents a unique expansion of the biosynthetic toolbox. The
products are highly desirable, functionally rich bioactive γ-hydroxy amino acids that we demonstrate can
be prepared stereoselectively on gram-scale. The X-ray crystal structure of UstD2.0 at 2.25 Å reveals the
active site and the molecular basis for the remarkably promiscuity of this catalyst. Taking inspiration
from the versatile reactivity of enamines in organic synthesis, we hypothesize that the enamine
intermediate of UstD can be engineered to react with electrophiles other than aldehydes. The advent of
structural information enabled by engineering of UstD2.0 provides a foundation for probing the unique
mechanism of UstD and will guide efforts to expand the reactivity of this unique enzyme.

Main Text
Major advances have been made in the practical use of enzymes for enantioselective functional group
manipulations9. For example, enantioselective reduction of ketones or enantiospeci�c hydrolysis of
racemic esters are now routine in process chemistry. There have also been impressive strides made in
enzymatic C-H activation10. However, the development of enzymes to form C-C bonds on preparative
scale lags far behind traditional synthetic organic methodology11. 

To �ll this gap, we were drawn to a recently described pyridoxal phosphate (PLP) dependent enzyme
involved in the biosynthesis of Ustiloxin B, an inhibitor of microtubilin polymerization (Fig. 1A)12. This
enzyme, UstD, decarboxylates the side chain of l-aspartate (1), forming a putative nucleophilic enamine
intermediate (Fig. 1B). This enamine then attacks an aliphatic aldehyde appended to a cyclic tetrapeptide,
resulting in the formation of a γ-hydroxy amino acid side chain. The loss of CO2 renders this
enantioselective C-C bond forming reaction irreversible. However, the native substrate for UstD is a
complex, cyclic peptide, and it was unknown if this enzyme would react promiscuously with alternative
substrates; if so, the enzyme would directly produce γ-hydroxy amino acids (Fig. 1B). Such non-standard
amino acids (nsAAs) are found in bioactive natural products, such as caspofungin and clavalanine (Fig.
1A)13. While nature employs side chain hydroxylation to tune bioactivity, these nsAAs are virtually absent
from medicinal chemistry14 because they require multistep synthesis13. This challenge extends to
biocatalysis, where an elegant multi-enzyme cascade was required to access γ-hydroxy nsAAs15. Beyond
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their use in pharmaceuticals, nsAAs can be enabling for a host of synthetic and chemical biology
applications16,17. Therefore, the development of UstD for organic synthesis would introduce a valuable
and much-needed enantioselective C-C bond-forming enzyme into the biocatalytic toolbox and provide
direct access to a structurally complex synthon.

We expressed N-His-UstD (wt-UstD) in Escherichia coli (Supplementary Figure 1), but were uncertain
whether molecular recognition for the structurally complex native substrate would be required for
catalytic activity. We therefore assessed the reactivity of wt-UstD with benzaldehyde (2a) and were
pleased to observe a successful decarboxylative aldol addition to afford the γ-hydroxy nsAA 3a by UPLC-
MS (Supplementary Figure 2A). A preparative scale reaction with 0.125 mol % catalyst gave the product
in 43% yield, and analysis by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy indicated a single
diastereomer predominated (dr >98:2). To determine the absolute stereochemical preference for the
enzyme, we analysed the product from a reaction with 4-bromobenzaldehyde (2b). The crystal structure
of the product (3b) revealed the aldol addition occurred with the same stereochemical outcome as the
native reaction (Supplementary Figure 2B). These transformations indicated that wt-UstD has potential
for organic synthesis, but the comparatively modest activity (<1000 turnovers with initial reaction
conditions) and low catalyst expression would hinder routine use of the natural enzyme. Given the
inherent structural differences between the native tetrapeptide substrate and simpler commercially-
available aldehydes (such as 2a), we hypothesized that directed evolution and reaction condition
optimization could be used to increase the catalytic e�ciency of UstD toward non-native substrates.

To inform our engineering process, we used a homology model of wt-UstD derived from a distantly
related cysteine desulfurase (27% identity)18,19. Six residues in the predicted active site were chosen for
saturation mutagenesis, and we used benzaldehyde (2a) as a model substrate for directed evolution (Fig.
2A). Mutation at positions predicted to form direct contacts with the cofactor resulted in inactivation of
the catalyst, a common trend amongst PLP-dependent enzymes20. Nevertheless, these libraries yielded a
single variant in a putative loop region �anking the substrate binding site, C392L, with a 2.3-fold boost in
activity (Fig. 2B). Concurrently, we employed global random mutagenesis on wt-UstD to search
throughout the protein sequence for activating mutations. Serendipitously, a second activating mutation
was discovered, L393M, immediately adjacent to Cys392. We combined these mutations to yield the
double variant UstDC392L, L393M, which had a further increase in activity to 4.9-fold above wild-type
(Supplementary Figure 3). It is common for mutation of neighboring residues to display cooperativity21,22,
and we chose to test additional mutations in this region of the sequence (Fig. 2B). We used a degenerate
codon mutagenesis strategy on four contiguous residues from Ile391-Ala394. We restricted the sequence
space to residues commonly found among UstD homologs, which provided good structural diversity in a
focused set of mutations (see SI for details). Screening this library revealed that mutation of Ala394 was
generally deleterious. However, multiple highly active variants retained Ala394 and contained mutations
at Ile391, Cys392, and Leu393. To best capture relative rate effects of mutations, catalysts were
compared under dilute conditions. Variants UstDTLM and UstDFVF (the superscript refers to the identity of
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the residues at positions 391-393) had a 5.1-fold and 4.1-fold increase in activity relative to wt-UstD,
respectively.

We next optimized reaction conditions for the most active variant, UstDTLM. Reaction mixtures were
initially coloured yellow (Supplementary Figure 1) by the presence of PLP that co-puri�ed with the
enzyme but became colourless over time, suggesting the cofactor is degraded during the reaction.
Gratifyingly, supplementation of PLP led to a large increase in product formation (Supplementary Figure
4A). We did not observe a signi�cant change when the concentration of 1 was increased (Supplementary
Figure 4B). However, we observed formation of l-alanine in reactions, indicating some 1 is lost to a non-
productive protonation of the nucleophilic enamine intermediate12. We therefore used aldehyde as the
limiting reagent and two equivalents of 1 for subsequent experiments, which identi�ed an optimal initial
pH of 7.0 (Supplementary Figure 4C). Lastly, we varied the catalyst loading and found that UstDTLM was
capable of high conversion (~70%) with just 0.01 mol % catalyst loading (Supplementary Figure 4D).
With these optimized conditions, we evaluated the performance of wt-UstD and both activated variants,
UstDTLM and UstDFVF, with a more diverse set of aldehyde substrates. We anticipated that the striking
sequence divergence in the putative loop would lead to distinct trends in substrate selectivity.

Engineering enzymes for activity on a model substrate often leads to specialist catalysts with diminished
activity on substrate analogs23,24. Initial comparisons among wt-UstD, UstDFVF, and UstDTLM with a small
panel of aldehydes suggested that both variants had evolved towards improved overall activity
(Supplementary Figure 5). We therefore expanded the substrate scope. Marfey’s reagent cleanly
derivatized the diverse products, providing a uniform chromophore for quantitative measurement  of
turnover and selectivity via UPLC-MS25. Product formation was observed with virtually every substrate
tested,

 from the large and hydrophobic biphenyl aldehyde (2g) to the small and hydrophilic

glycolaldehyde (2p) (Fig. 2C). Generally, the variant UstDTLM performed the most turnovers and displayed
excellent diastereoselectivity, typically forming a 95:5 ratio of diastereomers (dr). While UstDFVF typically
performed fewer turnovers than UstDTLM with most substrates, UstDFVF generally had higher selectivity
than wt-UstD or UstDTLM (Supplementary Table 1). Reactions with p-substituted aromatic aldehydes
exhibited a Hammett-like reactivity trend: more product was formed as aldehyde electrophilicity
increased. Activity was lowest with the electron rich p-anisaldehyde (2c), but high activity was observed
for the electron de�cient p-NO2-benzaldehyde (2d) with both engineered enzymes. To better capture the
maximum turnover number with 2d, we repeated the reactions at lower catalyst loadings, which revealed
that the engineered variants can perform ~34,000 turnovers (Supplementary Figure 6). Active site
mutagenesis had little apparent impact on reactions with some highly hydrophobic substrates, such as
the methoxynaphthyl (2e), 3,4-dichlorobenzyl (2f), and biphenyl (2g) aldehydes; reactivity in these cases
may be limited by poor aqueous solubility (Fig. 2C). In contrast, reactivity on o-tolualdehyde (2h) and
thiophene-3-carboxaldehyde (2i) increased dramatically during evolution. UstDTLM displayed a nine-fold
increase in activity on 2i and a remarkable 23-fold increase in turnovers with 2h compared to wt-UstD.
Activity with the imidazole substrate 2j was demonstrated and was one of the few substrates for which
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wt-UstD had the highest activity; the product is a previously unreported analog of histidine. Reactivity with
the cinnamaldehyde (2k) improved with both variants relative to wt-UstD. Reactions proceeded smoothly
with several aliphatic substrates, including isobutyraldehyde (2l), cyclopentylaldehyde (2m), and even 10-
undecenal (2n); in this last case reactivity appeared to be limited by solubility. Pivaldehyde, however, was
unreactive with all three enzymes, an observation we attribute to steric bulk near the carbonyl. The
engineered UstD enzymes were active with glyoxylic acid (2o), which resulted in formation of γ-hydroxy-
glutamate, an intermediate in hydroxyproline metabolism26. Lastly, we observed good reactivity with
glycolaldehyde to yield the di-hydroxylated amino acid 4p. Previously, a protected form of 4p was
identi�ed as a key intermediate in the synthesis of clavalanine (Fig. 1B)13, an antibiotic that inhibits the
biosynthesis of methionine27. Activity on 2p increased two-fold, with improved diastereoselectivity and
pristine enantioselectivity, for UstDTLM relative to the wild-type enzyme. These substrates collectively
demonstrate that the active site of UstD is remarkably permissive of diverse functional groups and that
catalytic activity and selectivity can be rapidly optimized by mutation at residues 391-393.

These engineered enzymes enable a stereoselective synthesis of γ-hydroxy nsAAs in a single step from
cheap, commercially available starting materials. The production of unprotected amino acids affords
complete �exibility with regards to subsequent manipulation, but isolation of free amino acids
themselves is challenging due to their hydrophilic, zwitterionic nature. Therefore, we selected a
representative set of products to demonstrate isolation strategies (Fig. 2D). Su�ciently hydrophobic
products were isolated as the free amino acid, while others utilized protection with
�uorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc) to increase hydrophobicity, simultaneously adding a handle commonly
used in solid phase peptide synthesis. Bespoke manipulations, such as lactonization with the γ-hydroxy
group, can also be employed to facilitate isolation15.

The above studies relied on puri�ed protein for preparative scale reactions. However, access to enzymes
in su�cient quantity is a common and often under-appreciated limitation of biocatalysis. As is observed
for many proteins, UstD had relatively low expression titers in E. coli (8 mg L-1 culture) due to poor
solubility (Supplementary Figure 1). While enzyme immobilization can be used to increase the utility of
puri�ed protein catalysts28, a complementary synthetic methodology would use whole-cell preparations
of UstD; this latter approach is attractive to process chemists29. Whole-cell catalysts are operationally
simple to generate, stable over long periods, and obviate the need for expensive protein puri�cation.

We sought to further engineer UstDTLM to increase soluble heterologous expression in E. coli for whole-cell
biocatalysis. This enzyme contains nine Cys residues, and our homology model suggested �ve are
surface exposed (Supplementary Figure 7). It is well known among protein crystallographers that
removing surface Cys residues can increase soluble expression and increase the probability of
crystallization30.  However, we found that mutation of all �ve putative surface Cys residues to Ala
eliminated catalytic activity. To identify mutations that would retain activity while increasing soluble
expression, we performed sequence-similarity network analysis to identify non-Cys residues at these
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positions common among UstD homologs. Based on this analysis, we constructed a �ve-site degenerate
codon library (Fig. 3A, Supplementary Figure 7).

To e�ciently navigate this sequence space, we employed linear regression modelling to predict sequence-
activity relationships31. We hypothesized this simple computational approach would be effective
because the target residues are dispersed throughout the protein, which should make non-linear, pair-wise
mutational effects unlikely. We screened and sequenced 176 random clones from this library for
increased activity in lysate, which is sensitive to changes in both soluble enzyme expression and
enzymatic e�ciency. Although most variants in this library were inactive, we were heartened to observe
several apparently improved variants (Fig. 3A). Linear regression model testing using leave-one-out cross-
validation (LOOCV) of the full dataset indicated poor predictive behavior of the model for high-activity
variants (Supplementary Figure 8). We suspected that the model quality was diminished by the
abundance of inactive variants, for which activity measurements are indistinguishable from experimental
noise. We therefore restricted our analysis to variants for which bona�de activity could be measured,
leaving just 26 sequence-activity relationships. Despite the sparsity of these data (~5% of the sequence
space), LOOCV showed the model was dramatically improved (See SI for details).

We evaluated the three most active variants predicted by the model, UstDTLM-ACASC, UstDTLM-ASCSC, and
UstDTLM-ASASC. Comparisons of expression and whole cell activity were made between these variants, the
parent enzyme, and most active variant identi�ed from screening, UstDTLM-SCASC. We were delighted to
�nd the expression titer was increased relative to UstDTLM for all variants, up to 48 mg protein L-1 culture
(Supplementary Figure 9). While puri�ed enzyme activity is slightly decreased for the new variants, their
overall activity in whole cells is signi�cantly improved (Fig. 3A, Supplementary Figure 9). Tests at
analytical scale showed, at 0.25% w/v cell loading, that UstDTLM formed 3a in just 13% yield, highlighting
the challenges associated with translating in vitro activity to large-scale reaction formats. In contrast, the
variant with the highest whole-cell activity, the computationally-predicted UstDTLM-ACASC (designated
UstD2.0), produced 3a in 31% yield, a 2.4-fold boost over UstDTLM and a cumulative 15-fold boost over
wild type. Higher conversions were achieved by increasing the cell loading of UstD2.0 to 1% w/v, which
afforded 3a in 78% yield on analytical scale (Fig. 3A). To demonstrate the utility of UstD2.0, large-scale
reactions were carried out with 2a and 2d. Reaction with 2a at 0.5% w/v catalyst loading afforded 0.80 g
3a in 77% isolated yield with pristine stereoselectivity following puri�cation by reverse-phase
chromatography. Reaction with 2d at just 0.1% w/v catalyst loading provided 1.4 g 3d in 98% isolated
yield with high stereoselectivity (see SI for details). Notably, these cell loadings are su�cient for process-
scale biocatalytic reactions32, illustrating that UstD2.0 can operate on the scale needed to meet the
demands of practical organic synthesis.

While the engineering we report here produced a ‘generalist’ variant of UstD, structural information could
guide more targeted engineering for the production of speci�c γ-hydroxy nsAAs. Despite extensive efforts,
we were unable to produce crystals of wt-UstD. In contrast, UstD2.0 readily crystallized, which we attribute
to the decrease in surface Cys residues. The 2.25-Å crystal structure of UstD2.0 was determined using
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experimental phases from a Au(III) derivative (Fig. 3B, PDB ID: 7MKV). This structure revealed an active
site at the dimer interface, which is common among fold-type I PLP-dependent enzymes 33. The internal
aldimine involving a Schiff base linkage to Lys258 and a salt bridge between the pyridinium N1 and
Asp232 were clearly resolved in the active site. The 391-393 loop harboring the activating TLM mutations
projects over the top of the active site forming part of the substrate binding pocket. The remainder of the
pocket appears to be solvent exposed, explaining the tolerance of UstD for diverse aldehyde substrates
(Supplementary Figure 10).

In the future, we envision engineering UstD for increased activity with non-aldehyde substrates. As an
initial demonstration, we showed that puri�ed UstD2.0 performs ~50 turnovers with the ketone substrate
tri�uoroacetone to produce a nsAA bearing a tertiary alcohol side chain (Supplementary Figure 11). The
comparatively low turnover highlights the challenges associated with aldol addition into ketones. When
nucleophilic attack is su�ciently slow, irreversible protonation of the enamine can quench the reactive
intermediate and, indeed, we observed signi�cant accumulation of l-alanine in this reaction. A similar
scenario was observed with hydrolysis of an electrophilic PLP intermediates formed by TrpB and
reactions with attenuated substrates were enabled by directed evolution that increased the lifetime of the
reactive intermediate.34,35 Hence, future engineering to decrease the rate of enamine protonation in
UstD2.0 may further expand the substrate scope.

Here, we engineered a C-C bond forming enzyme, UstD, that catalyzes a decarboxylative aldol addition
using the loss of CO2 from l-aspartate as a thermodynamic driving force to produce γ-hydroxy amino
acids. This mechanism of action and innate aldehyde promiscuity marked UstD as a candidate for
directed evolution into a versatile catalyst for organic synthesis. To screen for improved catalysts, we
used a combination of globally random, site-saturation, and degenerate codon mutagenesis libraries. We
illustrate the engineering potential of the active site with two variants, UstDFVF and UstDTLM, that share no
mutations in common and display commensurate or superior activity to wt-UstD with the vast majority of
aldehydes tested. We demonstrated how a simple regression-modeling approach to protein engineering
can increase protein soluble expression and crystallizability. The new UstD2.0 is poised to deliver a
desirable new nsAA synthon for medicinal chemistry and the crystal structure of UstD2.0 will facilitate
future work to explore the mechanism and expand the reactivity of this unique enzyme.
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Figures

Figure 1

Relevance and mechanism of enzymatic C-C bond formation. A) Bioactive molecules with a γ-hydroxy
amino acid motif shown in purple. The native product of UstD is Ustiloxin B. B) The generalized
decarboxylative aldol reaction of UstD showing the putative enamine nucleophilic intermediate.
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Figure 2

Directed evolution of UstD and evaluation of variants. A) Lineage of activated UstD variants. Standard
screening conditions: 25 mM benzaldehyde, 50 mM L-aspartate, buffer (100 mM KPi, pH 7.0, 100 mM
NaCl), 37 °C, 16 h. Catalyst activity measured by total turnover number (TTN). B) Computational model of
UstD bound to 3a, derived through homology modeling. Active site residues are shown as sticks and loop
residues targeted for mutagenesis are coloured in orange. Potential hydrogen bonds are shown as black
dashes. C) Performance evaluation of UstD and activated variants measured by Marfey’s analysis of the
enzymatic products. Lighter coloured bar sections represent the amount of the other Cγ epimer from
which diastereomeric ratios are calculated. See Supporting Methods for details. D) Synthesis of select
products at 0.2 mmol scale with isolated yields. The different puri�cation strategies are denoted by the
different colours, free amino acid (purple), Fmoc protected amino acid (blue), lactonization with Fmoc
protection (grey). Note, reactions from which 3b was puri�ed used wt-UstD.
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Figure 3

Engineering UstD for increased crystalizability and activity in whole-cell catalysis. A) Experimental
process for bioinformatic and regression-guided mutagenesis of UstD. In the �rst stage, a small
mutagenesis library is sampled to collect sequence/activity data. The second stage builds a linear
regression model to correlate sequences to activity. This regression model is then used to predict
activated sequences which are validated in the last stage using whole cell catalyst. B) Cartoon
representation of the overall structure of UstD2.0. Individual monomers are coloured grey (chain A) and
brown (chain B). PLP-K258 complex is shown as semitransparent yellow spheres and sticks. Inset: Active
site residues superimposed on the 2mFo–DFc electron density map (blue mesh, σ = 1.2) are shown as
sticks. TLMA loop residues are coloured in salmon. Hydrogen bonds are shown as black dashes.
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